Abstract. A wait-free hierarchy Herlihy91, Jayanti93] classi es object types on the basis of their strength in supporting wait-free implementations of other types. Such a hierarchy is robust if it is impossible to implement objects of types that it classi es as \strong" by combining objects of types that it classi es as \weak". We prove that, if nondeterministic types are allowed, the only wait-free hierarchy that is robust is the trivial one, which lumps all types into a single level. In particular, the Consensus hierarchy (the most closely studied wait-free hierarchy) is not robust. Our result implies that, in general, it is not possible to determine the power of a concurrent system that supports a given set of primitive object types by reasoning about the power of each primitive type in isolation.
1. Introduction. 1.1. Background and overview of the result. Interest in asynchronous sharedmemory distributed computing dates back at least to Dijkstra's work on mutual exclusion 4]. In this model of computation, a set of processes cooperate towards some common task (such as excluding each other from a critical section) by asynchronously taking steps, some of which access shared registers. The operations that the processes can apply to the shared registers may be simple read and write operations, or more complex ones such as test-and-set, fetch-and-add, and so forth.
In a more general version of this model of computation, processes communicate by accessing shared objects. An object is accessed by applying an operation to it; the operation changes the state of the object and returns a value to the process that invoked it. Each object belongs to a type. A type consists of a set of states, a set of operations, a set of responses to operations, and a state transition relation that describes the effect of applying each operation to an object of that type. More speci cally, the state transition relation speci es the responses the object may return and the states it may enter if an operation is applied when the object is in a particular state. Examples of types include register (with read and write operations only), test-and-set-register (with test-and-set operation), stack, queue and priority-queue , among many others. (We use the sans serif font to indicate object types.)
A distributed system supports, in hardware or software, a certain xed set of \base" object types. To enhance the usability of such a system, a programmer may wish to enrich the set of available object types by implementing new types, not directly supported by the system. To implement a type T from a set of base types B in a system of n processes, the programmer must provide n procedures for each operation op of T ; these are the procedures that may be invoked by the n processes to apply op to an object of type T . These procedures may use any number of objects, all belonging to types in B fregisterg. Note that this notion of implementation takes registers for granted. (For convenience, in the rest of the paper we say simply \registers" instead of \objects of type register".) This is reasonable since any realistic shared-memory system will provide at least this much. 1 An implementation is required to be linearisable 7] : Any concurrent execution E consisting of invocations of the procedures written by the programmer must be equivalent to a sequential execution E s consisting of the same procedure invocations, where each invocation returns a response and changes the state of the object it accesses in accordance with the state transition relation of the implemented type. Moreover, the sequential execution E s must respect the order of procedure invocations that did not overlap in E; it may serialise in any way procedure invocations that were active concurrently in E. Of special interest are wait-free implementations. In such implementations, a process is guaranteed to complete any procedure it invokes within a nite number of its own steps, regardless of whether other processes are fast, slow, or even crashed (i.e., halted before completing). The requirement of wait freedom precludes the use of critical sections and busy waiting. In this paper, we consider only wait-free and linearisable implementations.
A fundamental question is whether, in a system of n processes, it is possible to implement a type T from a given set of base types B. In a seminal paper 6], Herlihy established an important link between a type's ability to support implementations of other types and its ability to solve the well-known Consensus problem 5], in which processes must reach agreement on one of their input values (this problem is formally de ned in Section 3.1). More speci cally, he showed that if objects that belong to a set of types B (together with registers) can be used to solve Consensus among n processes, then objects that belong to types in B (together with registers) can be used to implement any type in a system of n processes. This fact is referred to as \the universality of Consensus". De ne the Consensus number of a type T , as the maximum number n such that there is an algorithm that solves Consensus among n processes using only objects of type T (and registers) | or 1, if no such maximum exists. We can now place each type in the Consensus hierarchy according to its Consensus number. By the universality of Consensus, the relative strength of two types T and T 0 is captured by their levels, say n and n 0 respectively, in the Consensus hierarchy. If n n 0 , then T is at least as strong as T 0 : in a system of n processes, T can be used to implement T 0 . If, further, n > n 0 , then T is strictly stronger than T 0 : T 0 cannot be used to implement T in a system of n processes.
Although Consensus numbers allow us to make pairwise comparisons on the strength of types, it is not clear whether they can also be used to answer the more general implementability question: Can we implement T from a set of base types B, in a system of n processes? Jayanti 8] observed that Consensus numbers could be used to answer this question if the Consensus hierarchy is robust: i.e., no type at level n can be implemented from types at levels strictly below n, in a system of n processes.
If the Consensus hierarchy is robust, a type T of Consensus number n can be implemented from the set of base types B in a system of n processes if and only if B contains a type with Consensus number n or more. Thus, we can answer the implementability question by looking at the Consensus numbers of the base types and the desired target type. Another way of thinking about robustness is that, if the Consensus hierarchy has this property, a set of types B is as strong as the strongest of the types it contains. Thus, we can determine the power of a given set of types by reasoning about the power of each type in isolation. If, on the other hand, the Consensus hierarchy is not robust, then to determine the power of a set of types we must, in general, take into account the interactions between the types in the set | a more formidable task. In view of the importance of the Consensus hierarchy and the salutary consequences of robustness it is useful to know whether the Consensus hierarchy is robust.
Borowsky et al. 1] , and Peterson et al. 15 ] proved that if we restrict our attention to deterministic types, the Consensus hierarchy is robust. A type is deterministic, if whenever we apply an operation to the type, the current state uniquely determines the response of the operation and the new state of the type. Although most of the common types are deterministic, some useful types are most naturally speci ed as nondeterministic ones. For example, consider a priority queue where keys are not unique. If several elements are in the queue with the same maximum priority, it is natural to allow the priority queue to remove and return any one of these elements. It is, of course, always possible to turn a nondeterministic type into a deterministic one by restricting the allowable behaviour of the type. This, however, results in unnecessary restrictions for the implementor of the type. As pointed out in 11], by arbitrarily and arti cially excluding legitimate behaviour, we may be inadvertently ruling out e cient implementations of the type. Thus, the investigation of properties of nondeterministic types is of practical relevance.
In this paper we prove that if we allow nondeterministic types, then the Consensus hierarchy is not robust. In view of this, a natural question is whether there is some other hierarchy of types which, like the Consensus hierarchy, classi es types according to their strength in supporting wait-free implementations, but, unlike the Consensus hierarchy, is robust. Jayanti proved that only a coarsening of the Consensus hierarchy can have these properties 8] . In this paper we show that, in fact, the only hierarchy that has these properties is the trivial one in which all types are lumped into level one!
In 17], Rachman proved that for each n, there is a (nondeterministic) type with Consensus number n that cannot implement some type with Consensus number smaller than n, in a system of 2n + 1 processes. This result addresses a point of implementability between types, but it has no bearing on the nonrobustness of the Consensus hierarchy. Informally, nonrobustness asserts that some \strong" type (i.e., a type at level n) can be implemented by a combination of \weak" types (i.e., types at levels below n), in a system of n processes. In contrast, Rachman's result says that some \strong" type (i.e., a type at level n) cannot implement some \weak" type (i.e., a type at a level below n), in a system with su ciently many processes.
1.4. Organisation of the paper. In Section 2 we de ne the model of computation used in this paper. In Section 3 we review the Consensus problem and introduce the Equality Negation problem. In Section 4 we de ne the types negation and booster. In Section 5 we show how to solve Consensus for any number of processes using registers along with a negation and a booster object. In Section 6 we de ne some concepts and derive technical results needed in the next two sections. In Sections 7 and 8 we prove that registers and negation objects alone, as well as registers and booster objects alone, cannot be used to solve Consensus for two processes. Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. The model of computation. In this section we describe the model of computation used in this paper.
Types and objects. An object type T is a tuple (Q; OP; RES; )
, where Q is a set of states, OP is a set of operations, RES is a set of responses to operations, and Q OP RES Q is a state transition relation, which describes the possible behaviours of objects of type T , and is sometimes called the type's sequential speci cation. More speci cally, (q; op; res; q 0 ) 2 means that if the current state of an object of type T is q and operation op is applied to it, then it is possible that response res will be returned to the operation and the object will enter state q 0 . We say that T is deterministic if for any q 2 Q and op 2 OP, there is at most one res 2 RES and q 0 2 Q so that (q; op; res; q 0 ) 2 ; otherwise, we say that T is nondeterministic.
For convenience, in this paper we require each type (Q; OP; RES; ) to be total:
For any q 2 Q and op 2 OP, there is at least one res 2 RES and q 0 2 Q such that (q; op; res; q 0 ) 2 . That is, the type can do something in response to any operation in any state. Further, we assume that, for any q 2 Q, op 2 OP and res 2 RES, there is at most one q 0 2 Q so that (q; op; res; q 0 ) 2 . In other words, if an operation is applied in a given state, the type does not lead to di erent states unless it returns di erent responses. We remark that this assumption is not necessary for the results in this paper, but it simpli es the presentation of their proofs. All types considered in this paper have this property, so we can make this assumption without loss of generality.
An object is an instance of an object type. For the purposes of this paper, we can think of an object O of type T as an automaton whose states and state transition relation are as in T | except that states are labeled with O, to distinguish them from the states of other objects of the same type.
Processes and algorithms.
A process is a deterministic automaton that interacts with objects. More precisely, let O be a set of objects, and let OP and RES be the set of all operations and responses, respectively, of the types to which the objects in O belong. We de ne a process that uses O as a tuple P = ( ; 0 ; ; ), where is a set of states, 0 is a set of initial states, and : ! OP O and : RES ! are functions that describe the interaction of the process with the 5 objects. Intuitively, if P is in a state 2 and ( ) = hop; Oi, then in its next step P will apply operation op to object O. (If ( ) = hop; Oi, we require that op be an operation of O's type.) Based on its current state, O will return a response res to P and will enter a new state, in accordance with the state transition relation of the type to which O belongs. Finally, P will enter state ( ; res), as a result of the response it received from O. For convenience, we assume that the function is total. In other words, it is always possible for a process to apply another operation. Note that we can easily accommodate processes that terminate in this framework by imagining that a process that reaches a nal state applies in nitely many \do-nothing" operations to a local dummy object which always returns ack to such operations.
An algorithm A consists of a set of processes , a set of objects O so that each P 2 uses a subset of O, and an initial state for each object in O. The designated initial state of an object is one of the states of the type to which the object belongs.
If S is a set of types, we say that A uses S if every object that A uses belongs to a type in S and A uses at least one object of every type in S. A con guration C of A is a tuple consisting of a state for each process in and each object in O. C is an initial con guration of A if each process is in one of its initial states, and each object is in the state designated as the initial state by A.
A step of process P is a tuple (P; op; O; res); this indicates that P has applied operation op to object O and received response res. Let P = ( ; 0 ; ; ) and let C be a con guration, where the state of P in C is . If ( ) = hop; Oi A schedule S of algorithm A is a ( nite or in nite) sequence of steps of A's processes. S = e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e i ; : : : is applicable to a con guration C, if e 1 is applicable to C, and e i+1 is applicable to e i (e i?1 (: : :(e 1 (C)) : : :)), for all i. If S is nite and has k steps, S(C) denotes e k (e k?1 (: : :(e 1 (C)) : : :)), i.e., the con guration that results after applying the steps in S one at a time, starting with con guration C. If S and S 0 are schedules such that S is nite, then S S 0 denotes their concatenation. If every step in schedule S is a step of the same process P , then S is called a solo schedule of P . If S is an in nite schedule and process P has in nitely many steps in S, then P is correct in S.
2.3. Wait-free hierarchies and robustness. Recall from Section 1.1 that the Consensus number of a type T is the maximumnumber n so that there is an algorithm that solves Consensus among n processes and uses only objects of type T and registers; if there is no such maximum, the Consensus number of T is 1. By the universality of Consensus, the Consensus number of a type is a measure of its strength, i.e., of its ability to support (wait-free and linearisable) implementations of other types. 2 It is here we use the assumption that, to go to di erent states, the object must return di erent responses. Without this assumption, we have to de ne e(C) as a set of con gurations, rather than as a single one. 6 A hierarchy (of types) is a function that assigns to each type a positive integer or 1, called the type's level. The intention is that a type's level re ects its strength: the higher the level, the stronger the type. A hierarchy is wait-free if no type is assigned to a level higher than the type's Consensus number. Intuitively, a wait-free hierarchy does not overstate any type's strength. Thus, a hierarchy must be wait-free in order to comply with the intention that its levels somehow re ect the strength of types. The Consensus hierarchy is the hierarchy that maps each type exactly to its Consensus number. Clearly, the Consensus hierarchy is wait-free. A hierarchy h is robust if for any n 1 such that there is a type at level n and any set of types B, if there is an algorithm that solves Consensus among n processes and uses only objects that belong to types in B and registers, then B contains a type of level n or higher. Thus, if a wait-free hierarchy is robust, a type that is classi ed as \strong" by the hierarchy cannot be implemented by types that are classi ed as \weak". To see this assume the contrary: a type T at level n can be implemented using only objects of types below n (and registers). Since the hierarchy is wait-free and T is at level n, we can solve Consensus among n processes using only objects of type T (and registers). Since T can be implemented from types in levels below n and registers, we can solve Consensus among n processes using only objects of types in levels below n and registers, which contradicts the de nition of robustness. A hierarchy is nontrivial if it assigns types to at least two di erent levels. Jayanti and Toueg 9], showed that the Consensus hierarchy assigns types to all levels, and so the Consensus hierarchy is nontrivial.
3. The Consensus and Equality Negation problems. In this section we review the Consensus problem and de ne Equality Negation, a problem that plays a central role in our results.
3.1. The Consensus problem. In the Consensus problem, each of n processes starts with a private initial value, drawn from the set f0; 1g. Each correct process must eventually irrevocably decide one of these initial values, so that no two processes decide di erent values. Thus, a Consensus algorithm A c for n processes satis es the following properties. Each process in A c has two initial states associated with input values 0 and 1, respectively, and two disjoint sets of states associated with decisions 0 and 1, respectively. Since a decision is irrevocable, we require that once a process has entered a state associated with decision d 2 f0; 1g, all states that it may subsequently enter are also associated with d. In addition, for any schedule S that is applicable to an initial con guration I of A c , the following three properties hold: Termination: If S is in nite, then for every correct process in S there is a pre x S 0 of S such that the process has decided in S 0 (I).
Validity: If a process has decided in S(I), then its decision must be the initial value of some process in I.
Agreement: If two processes have decided in S(I), then their decisions are the same.
The Termination property requires correct processes to eventually decide in all executions, regardless of the number processes that are correct. Thus, this formulation of this property commits us to so-called wait-free algorithms, where correct processes satisfy their liveness properties (in this case, to eventually decide) regardless of the progress made by other processes.
3.2. The Equality Negation problem. We now de ne the Equality Negation problem for n 2 processes, P 0 ; : : :; P n?1 . To understand the de nition it is best to rst consider the special case of two processes (n = 2). In this special case, each of 4 . Speci cation of types negation and booster. We de ne two nondeterministic object types, named negation and booster, that will be used later to establish the result that no nontrivial wait-free hierarchy is robust. Both of these types have bounded nondeterminism; indeed, each has only nitely many states.
4.1. Type negation. The speci cation of negation appears in Figure 4 .1. 3 To understand the speci cation, it is useful to keep in mind the following intuitive explanation of the type. This type supports only one kind of operation, called negate, with two parameters i 2 f0; 1g and v 2 f0; 1; 2g. For reasons that will be clear later, we shall refer to i as the process parameter and to v as the initial-value parameter. A negation object will become \upset" if and only if two negate operations with process parameter 0 are applied or two negate operations with process parameter 1, but with di erent initial-value parameters, are applied. If the negation object is upset, it will arbitrarily return either 0 or 1 to any operation, and will remain upset forever. As long as the negation object is not upset, it responds to invocations Let A be the set of four-tuples of the form hv 0 intended meaning of state hv 0 ; v 1 ; u 0 ; u 1 i, assuming the object is initialised to the fresh state, is as follows: v 0 is the initial-value parameter of the rst negate operation with process parameter 0; u 0 is the value returned to that operation; v 1 and u 1 have corresponding interpretations for the rst negate operation with process parameter 1. By maintaining this information, the object knows all it needs in order to respond appropriately to the negate operations applied to it.
The pseudocode in Figure 4 .1 describes the state transition relation of negation. In addition to standard programming constructs, we use the function \Choose" which takes as a parameter a set V of integers and returns an arbitrary value in V . We also assume that the present state of the type is recorded in variable current state.
4.2. Type booster. The speci cation of type booster is shown in Figure 4 .2.
To understand the speci cation, it is useful to keep in mind the following intuitive explanation of the type. There are two kinds of operations that can be applied to a booster object: enroll and reveal. An enroll operation requires a parameter i 2 f0; 1g and arbitrarily returns a value in f0; 1; 2g. A reveal operation requires three parameters i 2 f0; 1g, v 2 f0; 1; 2g and u 2 f0; 1g, and returns a value in f0; 1g; we shall refer to these three parameters as the process, challenge and decision parameters, respectively. A booster object will be \upset" if (and only if) any one of the following holds:
Two enroll(0) operations are applied. Once upset, the booster object remains upset forever. If not upset, the object maintains a secret: the parameter of the rst enroll operation applied. The object will reveal this secret to every process that subsequently accesses it with a reveal operation. If upset, however, the object arbitrarily returns either 0 or 1 to every reveal operation.
The intended use of a booster object by processes P 0 ; : : :; P n?1 is as follows: The rst thing process P 0 does to a booster object is to apply enroll(0) to \enroll" itself in the object. Similarly, the rst thing any process in P 1 = fP 1 ; : : :; P n?1 g does to a booster object is to apply enroll (1) to enroll its group in the object. In response to the enroll operation it applies, every process receives a value in f0; 1; 2g from the booster object. This value is a \challenge" given by the object with which the process is required to solve Equality Negation. More speci cally, process P 0 uses the challenge, say v 0 , received from the booster object as its initial value to solve Equality Negation. The di erent processes in P 1 , however, may receive di erent challenges from the booster object. Thus, before embarking upon solving Equality Negation, processes in P 1 must rst choose a unique initial value, say v 1 , from the set of challenges they received. After solving Equality Negation and deciding a value u 2 f0; 1g, process P 0 (respectively, every process in P 1 ) applies the operation reveal(0; v 0 ; u) (respectively, reveal(1; v 1 ; u)) to the booster object to obtain the secret.
To hV; v 0 ; v 1 ; u 0 ; u 1 ; di is as follows (assuming the object is initialised to the fresh state):
d is the \secret" | the parameter the rst enroll operation applied; i.e., whether P 0 or some process in P 1 is the process that applied the rst enroll.
More accurately, d is the parameter of the rst enroll operation.
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V is the set of challenges given to processes in P 1 , using one of which these processes must solve Equality Negation. More accurately, V is the set of values returned to enroll (1) operations. v 0 is the challenge with which P 0 must solve Equality Negation. More accurately, the value returned to the rst enroll(0) operation.
v 1 is the challenge chosen from V by processes in P 1 , with which these processes solve Equality Negation. More accurately, v 1 is the challenge parameter of the rst reveal(1; ; ) operation. 4 u 0 is the decision reached for Equality Negation by P 0 . More accurately, u 0 is the decision parameter of the rst reveal(0; ; ) operation. u 1 is the decision reached for Equality Negation by the rst process in P 1 that tries to get the secret. More accurately, u 1 is the decision parameter of the rst reveal(1; ; ) operation. With this information, the object knows all it needs in order to respond appropriately to operations.
5. The proof of nonrobustness. Later in the paper we shall prove that each of negation and booster has Consensus number one. Taking this for granted, in this section we prove our main result: in the context of nondeterministic types, no nontrivial wait-free hierarchy can be robust. The key to this proof is the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. For any n 1, if Consensus among n processes can be solved using only negation and booster objects and registers, then Consensus among n+1 processes can also be solved using only negation and booster objects and registers.
Proof. Suppose that Consensus among n processes can be solved using only negation and booster objects and registers. Let A 1 c and A 2 c be algorithms that solve Consensus among n processes, P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P n , and use only negation and booster objects and registers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A 1 c and A 2 c solve Consensus with initial values drawn from the set f0,1,2g. 5 We shall show that the algorithm in Figure 5 .1 uses A 1 c and A 2 c to solve Consensus among n + 1 processes, P 0 ; P 1 ; : : :; P n . Following are some conventions used in the pseudocode in Figure 5 .1 and other algorithms described later. We use capital letters for names of shared objects (including registers), and lower-case letters for names of local variables. Local variables with the same name that belong to di erent processes are distinct. The notation \Apply(P; op; O)" denotes the procedure by which process P applies operation op to object O; the procedure returns the response of the object to that operation. We use a special (but familiar) notation for the application of operations to an object R of type register: we place R on the left-hand side of an assignment statement to indicate a write operation applied to R, and we use the name R in any other context to indicate a read operation applied to R. If A is an Equality Negation or Consensus algorithm and P is a process of A, the procedure Execute(P; A; k) causes the caller to execute the steps of process P in algorithm A using k as its initial value, and returns the decision of P in the simulated execution of that algorithm. Before proving that the algorithm in Figure 5 .1 does, in fact, solve Consensus, we informally explain how it works. Processes P 1 ; : : :; P n rst agree on one of their initial values; they use A 1 c for that purpose. They then write the agreed-upon initial value into register R 1 (multiple processes may write into R 1 , but they all write the same value).
Each P k , k 2 f1; : : :; ng, then enrolls in O b by applying enroll(1), and obtains a challenge. Since, object O b may hand out di erent challenges to processes P 1 ; : : :; P n , these processes use the Consensus algorithm A 2 c to agree upon one of these challenges, say v. Each P k , k 2 f1; : : :; ng, uses v as its initial value to solve Equality Negation. To do so, P k applies negate (1; v) to the negation object O n . Let u be the value returned by O n . By applying reveal (1; v; u) to O b , P k determines whether P 0 or one of the other processes was the rst to enroll in O b . Since all processes agree on whether P 0 or one of the other processes was the rst to enroll in O b , they can agree on the initial value of some process: If P 0 was the rst to enroll, all processes agree on the value they read from R 0 ; otherwise, they all agree on the value they read from R 1 .
We now prove that the algorithm in Figure 5 . 
Next we claim that, for each k 2 f0; 1g, at most one value is written into register R k , and that value is an initial value of some process. This is clearly true for k = 0, since only P 0 writes into R 0 , and the value it writes there is its initial value. For k = 1, this follows from the Agreement and Validity properties of the Consensus algorithm A 1 c used by the processes in fP 1 ; : : :; P n g to determine the value they each write into R 1 . Thus, to prove the algorithm in Figure 5 .1 satis es Validity, it su ces to show that if a process decides the value in register R d , then some process has previously written a value into R d . This follows from (2), since in the algorithm a process writes into R k before applying enroll(k), for each k 2 f0; 1g.
It remains to show that the algorithm satis es Agreement. Consider any execution in which two distinct processes P and P 0 have decided. By (2), P and P 0 decide the value in the same register R d , where d is the parameter of the rst enroll operation applied to O b . By Validity, a process decides the value in R d only if some process has written a value into R d . As argued earlier, only one value is written into R d in any given execution. Therefore, P and P 0 decide the same value, the one written in R d . Therefore, the algorithm satis es Agreement.
Thus the algorithm in Figure 5 .1 solves Consensus for n+1 processes. It uses only registers, booster and negation objects because, in addition to the (registers, booster and negation) objects used by A 1 c and A 2 c , the algorithm uses only two registers, one booster object and one negation object.
Theorem 5.2. For any n 1, Consensus among n processes can be solved using only registers and objects of types negation and booster.
Proof. By induction on n. The basis, n = 1 is trivial (because Consensus for one process is trivial). The induction step is Lemma 5.1.
Corollary 5.3. There is no nontrivial wait-free hierarchy that is robust.
Proof. Suppose h is a nontrivial wait-free hierarchy of types. We shall prove that h is not robust. By Theorems 7.10 and 8.15 (see Sections 7 and 8, respectively) the Consensus number of negation and booster is 1. Since h is wait-free, h(negation) 1 and h(booster) 1, and thus h(negation) = h(booster) = 1. Since h is nontrivial, there is some level n > 1 and some type T such that h(T ) = n. Let B = fnegation; boosterg. By Theorem 5.2, there is an algorithm that solves Consensus among n processes and uses only objects that belong to types in B and registers. Since h(negation) = h(booster) = 1 and n > 1, B contains no type that is at level n or higher. Thus, h is not robust, as wanted. 6 . Some technical preliminaries. In this section we de ne some concepts and prove some technical results that are needed in our proofs that each of the types negation and booster has Consensus number one.
6.1. Computation trees. Let A be an algorithm, and I be an initial con guration of A. Consider a tree T whose nodes are nite schedules of A that are applicable to I (not necessarily all of them), so that the root of T is the empty schedule, denoted S ? , and there is an edge from node S to node S 0 only if S 0 = S e, for some step e.
We say that T is a computation tree of A from I if for any node S of T and any process P of A, S has at least one child S e, where e is a step of P . In the sequel, we
shall not distinguish between a node in a computation tree and the ( nite) schedule corresponding to the node. Similarly, we shall not distinguish between a ( nite or 14 in nite) path in a computation tree and the ( nite or in nite) schedule corresponding to the path.
Informally, a computation tree of A from I represents executions of A starting from I for all possible interleavings of the processes. A node S represents a point in some execution; at that point the algorithm is in con guration S(I). It is easy to see that if all object types used by A are deterministic, there is a unique computation tree of A from I. If, however, some object types are nondeterministic, there may be more than one computation tree of A from I.
A computation tree of A from I is full if its set of nodes is the entire set of nite schedules of A that are applicable to I. The full computation tree of A from I is unique, regardless of whether the object types used by A are deterministic. If A uses nondeterministic object types, we can think of the di erent computation trees of A from I as obtained from the full computation tree of A from I by (repeatedly) applying the following pruning rule: If there are multiple edges out of a node S corresponding to steps of a single process P (because of the nondeterministic responses of the object accessed by P in the operation pending in S(I)), then some, but not all, of these edges may be pruned.
We use the following notation and terminology for computation trees. Let T be a computation tree of A from an initial con guration I, let S be a node in T , and let P be a process of A. The subtree of T that is rooted at S is denoted subtree(S; T ), and we say that it is full if it is equal to subtree(S; F), where F is the full computation tree of A from I. The set of nodes f S e : S e is a node in T and e is a step of P g is denoted children(P; S; T ); these are the nodes reached from S by a single step of process P . We say that S 1 is a P -sibling of S 2 in T if there is a node S in T so that S 1 ; S 2 2 children(P; S; T ).
Lemma 6.1. Let A be an algorithm, and let T and T 0 be any computation trees of A from (not necessarily distinct) initial con gurations I and I 0 , respectively. Consider any nodes S 0 and S 0 S in T and node S 1 in T 0 such that subtree(S 1 ; T 0 ) is full and every process that takes a step in S and every object is in the same state in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I 0 ). Then, S 1 S is a node in T 0 , and every process that takes a step in S and every object is in the same state in S 0 S(I) as in S 1 S(I 0 ).
Proof. Let S i be the schedule consisting of the rst i steps of S, for all 0 i jSj. Using the fact that subtree(S 1 ; T 0 ) is full and every process that takes a step in S and every object is in the same state in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I 0 ), a straightforward induction on i proves that S i is applicable to S 1 (I 0 ), and every process that takes a step in S and every object is in the same state in S 0 S i (I) as in S 1 S i (I 0 ). The lemma follows from this, since S = S`, where`= jSj.
6.2. Valence of nodes. Let A be a Consensus or Equality Negation algorithm for processes P 0 ; P 1 ; : : :; P n?1 , where n 2. Let I be an initial con guration of A, T be a computation tree of A from I, and S be a node in T . For any v 2 f0; 1g, we say that S is v-valent in T if there is no descendent S 0 of S in T such that process P 0 decides v in S 0 (I). S is univalent in T if it is v-valent in T , for some v 2 f0; 1g. S is bivalent in T if there are descendents S 0 and S 1 of S in T so that process P 0 decides 0 in S 0 (I) and it decides 1 in S 1 (I). (Note that in this de nition it is the same process, P 0 , whose decisions are 0 and 1 in S 0 (I) and S 1 (I), respectively.) Informally, a univalent node represents a point in an execution of A where the outcome (of Consensus or Equality Negation) has been \sealed" | even if no process has actually decided yet. A bivalent node represents a point in an execution where both outcomes are still possible. 15 The valence of a node S in T refers to whether S is bivalent or univalent in T and, in the latter case, whether it is 0-valent or 1-valent. As noted in Section 6.1, if A uses nondeterministic types, there may be many computation trees of A from I. Therefore, a node S that appears in two di erent computation trees may have a di erent valence in one than in the other, because the valence of S in a computation tree T depends on the subset of S's descendents in the full computation tree that are actually present in T .
Let S 0 and S 1 be two univalent nodes in T . We say that S 0 and S 1 have the same valence in T if they are both 0-valent or both 1-valent in T . We say that they have opposite valence in T if one is 0-valent and the other is 1-valent in T .
The notions of v-valence, univalence and bivalence for con gurations of Consensus algorithms were originally de ned in 5], and subsequently used extensively in the literature. Although the above de nitions are very much in the spirit of those in 5], there are some minor di erences. We now explain the reasons for these di erences. First, we de ne valence with respect to nodes of computation trees, rather than congurations. This is because some of our results (in particular, those in Section 7) are more conveniently proved using computation trees. A second, and more important, di erence is the fact that we now wish to have a more general de nition that encompasses both Consensus and Equality Negation algorithms; in the past, valence was only de ned in the context of Consensus algorithms. The need for this greater generality underlies the other di erence of our de nition relative to the earlier ones: In the \classical" de nition, a node is v-valent if there is no descendent of it in which any process (not P 0 in particular) decides v. An analogous comment applies to the de nition of bivalence. In the case of Consensus, there is no di erence between the two de nitions, since the Agreement property requires that any two processes that decide, decide the same value. In the case of Equality Negation, however, if the initial values of all processes are the same, then P 0 is supposed to decide a di erent value than the other processes. Thus, in this case, we should specify whether it is the decision of P 0 or the decision of the other processes that is taken to be the \outcome" of the computation. It is not important which of the two is chosen. In our de nition we arbitrarily chose P 0 .
6.3. Properties of computation trees. In this section we prove several properties of computation trees of any Consensus or Equality Negation algorithm for two processes. These properties are used in Sections 7 and 8. For the rest of this section, let A be a Consensus or Equality Negation algorithm for processes P 0 and P 1 , and I be any initial con guration of A.
Lemma 6.2. Let T be any computation tree of A from initial con guration I, and let S be any node in T . For each k 2 f0; 1g, there exists a solo schedule S k of process P k such that S S k is a node in T and P k has decided in S S k (I).
Proof. Immediate from the Termination requirement (of Consensus or Equality Negation), and the de nition of computation tree. By Lemma 6.2, every node S in T has a descendent S 0 such that process P 0 has decided in S 0 (I). From the de nition of valence it follows that S has exactly one of the three possible attributes: 0-valent, 1-valent or bivalent. Therefore, the valence of each node in T is well-de ned.
Lemma 6.3. Let T be any computation tree of A from initial con guration I. Let S 0 and S 1 be any univalent nodes in T such that some process has decided the same value in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I). Then (respectively, w = v) if the initial values of P 0 and P 1 in I are di erent (respectively, the same).)
Let P k , for some k 2 f0; 1g, be the process that has decided the same value, say v, in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I). Let S 0 0 and S 0 1 be descendents of S 0 and S 1 , respectively, such that P 0 has decided in S 0 0 (I) and S 0 1 (I) (S 0 0 and S 0 1 exist by Lemma 6.2). By the preceding observation, P 0 decides the same value, say w, in S 0 0 (I) as in S 0 1 (I). Recalling that S 0 and S 1 are both univalent, from the de nition of w-valent node it follows that S 0 and S 1 are both w-valent in T . Thus, S 0 and S 1 have the same valence in T .
A computation tree T of A is 1-full if every subtree rooted at a 1-valent node in T is full; in particular, every full computation tree of A is 1-full. Lemma 6.4 . Let T be any 1-full computation tree of A from initial con guration I. Let S 0 and S 1 be any univalent nodes in T such that the state of some process and each object is the same in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I). Then, S 0 and S 1 have the same valence in T .
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that S 0 and S 1 have opposite valence. Without loss of generality, assume that S 0 is 0-valent and S 1 is 1-valent in T . Let P be the process whose state in S 0 (I) is the same as in S 1 (I). By Lemma 6.2 (applied to node S 0 in T ), there exists a solo schedule S of P such that S 0 S is a node in T and P has decided in S 0 S(I). Since T is 1-full and S 1 is 1-valent in T , it follows that subtree(S 1 ; T ) is full. By hypothesis, the state of process P and each object is the same in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I). Since S is a solo schedule of P , by Lemma 6.1 (applied for I 0 = I), S 1 S is a node in T and P has the same state in S 0 S(I) as in S 1 S(I).
Thus, P decides the same value in S 0 S(I) as in S 1 S(I). By Lemma 6.3, S 0 S and S 1 S have the same valence in T . This contradicts our assumption that S 0 and S 1 have opposite valence in T .
Let T be any computation tree of A from initial con guration I, let S be any node in T , and let e 0 and e 1 be any steps of A. We say e 0 and e 1 commute at S in T if both S e 0 e 1 and S e 1 e 0 are nodes in T and the state of each process and each object is the same in S e 0 e 1 (I) as in S e 1 e 0 (I). We say that e k overwrites e k at S in T , for some k 2 f0; 1g, if both S e k and S e k e k are nodes in T and the state of P k and each object is the same in S e k (I) as in S e k e k (I).
Lemma 6.5. Let T be any 1-full computation tree of A from initial con guration I. Let S be any node in T , and let e 0 and e 1 be any steps of A such that S e 0 and S e 1 are univalent nodes of opposite valence in T . Then, (a) e 0 and e 1 do not commute at S in T ; and (b) neither one of e 0 and e 1 overwrites the other at S in T .
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that S e 0 is 0-valent and S e 1 is 1-valent in T .
(a) Suppose, for contradiction, that e 0 and e 1 commute at S in T . Then, by de nition, S e 0 e 1 and S e 1 e 0 are nodes in T and the state of each process and object is the same in S e 0 e 1 (I) as in S e 1 e 0 (I). By Lemma 6.4, S e 0 e 1 and S e 1 e 0 have the same valence in T . This contradicts the fact that S e 0 e 1 and S e 1 e 0 have opposite valence in T (because S e 0 and S e 1 do and let e 0 and e 1 be any steps of processes P 0 and P 1 , respectively, such that S e 0
and S e 1 are univalent nodes of opposite valence in F. Then, e 0 and e 1 access the same object.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that e 0 and e 1 access di erent objects. Then, e 1 is applicable to S e 0 (I) and e 0 is applicable to S e 1 (I). Since F is a full computation tree, S e 0 e 1 and S e 1 e 0 are nodes in F. Furthermore, each process and object has the same state in S e 0 e 1 (I) as in S e 1 e 0 (I). Thus, e 0 and e 1 commute at S in F. This contradicts Lemma 6.5(a) (because F is full and hence 1-full). Let T be any computation tree of A, and S be any node in T . We say that S is a critical node in T if S is bivalent and all of its children are univalent in T .
Lemma 6.7. Let T be any computation tree of A with a bivalent root. Then, T has a critical node.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that T has no critical node. Then, every bivalent node in T has at least one child that is also bivalent in T . Thus, there is an in nite path S of T that starts at the (bivalent) root of T and consists entirely of bivalent nodes. Consider any node S 0 on this path; since S 0 is bivalent, no process has decided in S 0 (I). Thus, there is an in nite schedule S of A that is applicable to I such that, for any pre x S 0 of S, no process has decided in S 0 (I). Since S is in nite, at least one process takes in nitely many steps in S and therefore is correct in S. As we have just shown, however, in every pre x S 0 of S, no process | and, in particular, no correct process in S | decides in S 0 (I). This contradicts the fact that A is a Consensus algorithm or an Equality Negation algorithm (in particular, it contradicts the Termination property of A).
7. Type negation has Consensus number one. In this section we prove that type negation has Consensus number one | i.e., that Consensus for two processes cannot be solved using only negation objects and registers.
7.1. The bivalence argument and some limitations. There is a standard technique for proving that there is no Consensus algorithm for n processes using a certain set of object types, known as \the bivalence argument". This technique goes back to the ground-breaking result of Fischer et al. 5 ] for the asynchronous messagepassing model, and was further adapted by others, e.g., 3, 6, 13] , for the asynchronous read/write-memory model. In this subsection, we sketch the main ingredients of this technique for two processes, and call attention to a di culty that arises when it is applied to nondeterministic object types. The bivalence argument employs proof by contradiction. It begins by assuming that there is a Consensus algorithm A c for processes P 0 and P 1 that uses only objects of some given types. Consider the full computation tree F of this algorithm from an initial con guration I in which the two processes have di erent initial values. The root of F is bivalent because, by Validity, in a solo schedule a process can only decide its own initial value. Thus, by Lemma 6.7, F has a critical node S. By de nition, some of the (univalent) children of the critical node S must be 0-valent and some must be 1-valent in F. If the object types used by A c are deterministic, then S has exactly two children in F, say S e 0 and S e 1 , where e k is a step of process P k , for k 2 f0; 1g. Thus, in this case, we can say that the outcome of Consensus after S is determined by which one of the two processes takes the next step. By Lemma 6.6, e 0 and e 1 both access the same object. Finally, by a case analysis involving the types of operations applied in steps e 0 and e 1 , the following is shown: There exist schedules S 0 and S 1 such that (i) both S e 0 S 0 and S e 1 S 1 are nodes in F, and (ii) some process has decided the same value in S e 0 S 0 (I) and S e 1 S 1 (I). This contradicts the fact that the outcome of Consensus is determined by which of the two processes takes the next step after S. This type of argument runs into di culties when applied to algorithms that use nondeterministic types. Speci cally, we can no longer assert that at the critical node S, the outcome of Consensus is determined by which of the two processes takes the next step. Since the object types are nondeterministic, it is possible that each of the two processes can lead to both a 0-valent node and a 1-valent node, depending on the response of the object accessed.
To appreciate this point in more concrete terms, suppose that the Consensus algorithm A c uses negation objects and that the critical node S is such that, in conguration S(I), each process P k has a negate(k; k) operation pending to a negation object O in the fresh state. Recall that a negate operation applied to a fresh negation object can return either 0 or 1. Suppose, further, that each process P k decides the value returned by the negate(k; k) operation (see Figure 7 .1). Now the step of process P k that causes it to decide v, namely e v k , is not applicable after the other process, P k , has applied the step that causes it to decide the opposite value, v, for all k 2 f0; 1g and all v 2 f0; 1g. This means that the we cannot derive a contradiction in the style of the bivalence argument.
Despite this, it turns out that the negation type is not powerful enough to solve Consensus between two processes. To prove this, we use a modi ed version of the bivalence argument, based on a restricted computation tree. This is described in the following subsection.
7.2. The pruned computation tree. In the remainder of Section 7, we assume, for contradiction, that A c is a Consensus algorithm for processes P 0 and P 1 that uses only negation objects and registers. Let I be an initial con guration of A c in which P 0 and P 1 have di erent initial values, T be any computation tree of A c from I, and F be the full computation tree of A c from I. By the de nition of type negation and the de nition of computation tree, it is easy to see that 1 jchildren(P; S; T )j 2, for every node S in T and each process P .
Consider a nonroot node S in T , and let P be the process that takes the last step in S. We say that S is an avoidable 1-valent node in T if S is 1-valent in F and has a P -sibling S 0 in F such that S 0 is not 1-valent in F. Intuitively, an avoidable 1-valent node S in F is reached from its (bivalent) parent,Ŝ, by a step of some process P ; that step seals the outcome of Consensus to be 1. Furthermore, S has a P -sibling S 0 that is not 1-valent; this means that the object accessed by the operation of P that is pending inŜ(I), could have returned a value that would leave open the possibility of the outcome of Consensus being 0. In other words, starting from con guration S(I), outcome 1 could be avoided by a fortuitous choice of the value returned by the object accessed by the operation of process P that is pending inŜ(I). As a concrete illustration, the computation tree shown in Figure 7 .1 contains two avoidable 1-valent nodes, namely S e 1 0 and S e 1 1 .
The pruned computation tree of A c from I, denoted L, is the tree obtained from the full computation tree F of A c from I by pruning all its avoidable 1-valent nodes | i.e., removing them and their descendents. L is, in fact, a computation tree: If a node S in children(P;Ŝ; F) is pruned, then some P -sibling of S is not pruned. In other words,Ŝ has at least one childŜ e in L where e is a step of P . Thus, the pruning of S will not inhibit P from taking the next step afterŜ. Intuitively, pruning the avoidable 1-valent nodes from the full computation tree amounts to restricting the nondeterministic behaviour of objects: Whenever an object has two responses to an operation, one of which forecloses the possibility of outcome 0 while the other leaves the possibility of outcome 0 open, we restrict the behaviour of the object by choosing the latter response.
The following lemmata establish some basic properties of the pruned computation tree L. Lemma 7.1. The root of L is bivalent. Proof. Recall that L is a computation tree of A c from initial con guration I in which the two processes have di erent initial values. Without loss of generality, assume that P 0 has initial value 0 and P 1 has initial value 1 in I. By Lemma 6.2 (applied to the root, S ? , of L), for each k 2 f0; 1g, there exists a solo schedule S k of P k such that S ? S k = S k is a node in L and P k has decided in S k (I). Since P k has initial value k in I and S k is a solo schedule of P k , by Validity, P k must decide k in S k (I). By Lemma 6.2 (applied to node S 1 of L), there is a solo schedule S 0 0 of P 0 such that S 1 S 0 0 is a node in L and P 0 has decided in S 1 S 0 0 (I). Since P 1 has decided 1 in S 1 (I) and the decision is irrevocable, P 1 has decided 1 in S 1 S 0 0 (I). By Agreement, P 0 has also decided 1 in S 1 S 0 0 (I). Thus, the root of L has two descendents, S 0 and S 1 S 0 0 so that P 0 has decided 0 and 1, respectively, in S 0 (I) and S 1 S 0 0 (I). Thus, the root of L is bivalent. Lemma Lemma 7.4. Let S be any node in L and P be any process such that jchildren(P; S; F)j = 2, each node in children(P; S; L) is univalent and one of them is 1-valent in L. Then children(P; S; L) = children(P; S; F) and both nodes in children(P; S; L) are 1-valent in L.
Proof. Let children(P; S; F) = fS 0 ; S 00 g. By the hypothesis of the lemma we may assume, without loss of generality, that S 0 2 children(P; S; L) and S 0 is 1-valent in L. It remains to show that S 00 is also in L and is 1-valent in L.
By Lemma 7.3, L is 1-full. Since S 0 is 1-valent in L, subtree(S 0 ; L) = subtree(S 0 ; F) and thus S 0 is 1-valent in F. Since S 0 is in L, by Lemma 7.2(a), S 0 is not a proper descendent of an avoidable 1-valent node in F. Therefore, as S 00 is a P -sibling of S 0 in F, S 00 is not a proper descendent of an avoidable 1-valent node in F either. Also, S 00 is not an avoidable 1-valent node in F, because its only P -sibling in F, namely S 0 , is a 1-valent node in F. By Lemma 7.2(a), S 00 is in L. Furthermore, S 00 must be a 1-valent node in F. If not, then by de nition S 0 would be an avoidable 1-valent node in F and, by Lemma 7.2(a), S 0 would not be in L | a contradiction. Since S 00 is 1-valent in F and is also in L, by Lemma 7.2(b), S 00 is 1-valent in L.
7.3. The impossibility result. The proof that no algorithm can solve Consensus between two processes using only negation objects and registers is a bivalence argument based on the pruned computation tree L. The only remaining tricky point is to ensure that the computation tree nodes that exhibit the contradictory behaviour required by the bivalence argument have not been pruned away! By Lemmata 6.7 and 7.1, L has a critical node E. By de nition of a critical node, there are steps e 0 and e 1 of processes P 0 and P 1 , respectively, such that E e 0 and E e 1 are univalent nodes of opposite valence in L. Without loss of generality, suppose that E e 0 is 0-valent and E e 1 is 1-valent in L. (Otherwise, we rename e 0 and e 1 and apply the same argument.) To derive a contradiction, we rst show that e 0 and e 1 access the same object (Lemma 7.5). Then, we prove that the object accessed in e 0 and e 1 cannot be a register (Lemma 7.6). Finally, we prove that the object cannot be a negation object (Corollary 7.8 and Lemma 7.9).
Lemma 7.5. Steps e 0 and e 1 access the same object.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that e 0 and e 1 access, respectively, objects O 0 and O 1 , where O 0 6 = O 1 . Then, e 1 is applicable to E e 0 (I) and e 0 is applicable to E e 1 (I) and, in fact, E e 0 e 1 (I) = E e 1 e 0 (I). Thus E e 0 e 1 and E e 1 e 0 are nodes in F. Since L is 1-full (by Lemma 7.3) and E e 1 is 1-valent in L, subtree(E e 1 ; L) = subtree(E e 1 ; F). Since E e 1 e 0 is in F, it follows that it is also in L. We shall prove that E e 0 e 1 is also a node in L. This fact implies that e 0 and e 1 commute at E in 21 L, contrary to Lemma 6.5(a). To show that E e 0 e 1 is in L, we consider two cases, depending on whether children(P 1 ; E; F) has one or two nodes. Case 1. jchildren(P 1 ; E; F)j = 1: Then that unique child has to be E e 1 (since E e 1 is a node in F). Since O 0 6 = O 1 , each of P 1 and O 1 is in the same state in E(I) as in E e 0 (I). It follows that e 1 is the only step of P 1 that is applicable to E e 0 (I); thus, children(P 1 ; E e 0 ; F) = fE e 0 e 1 g. By Lemma 7.2(d), E e 0 e 1 is in L. Case 2. jchildren(P 1 ; E; F)j = 2: Recall that all nodes in children(P 1 ; E; L) are univalent. Recall also that, by assumption, E e 1 is in children(P 1 ; E; L) and is 1-valent in L. Since jchildren(P 1 ; E; F)j = 2, by Lemma 7.4, children(P 1 ; E; F) = children(P 1 ; E; L) and both nodes in children(P 1 ; E; L) are actually 1-valent in L. Let the two nodes in children(P 1 ; E; L) be E e 1 and E e 0 1 . Because each of P 1 and O 1 is in the same state in E(I) as in E e 0 (I), both e 1 and e 0 1 are applicable to E e 0 (I) and access the same object. Therefore, it must be that E e 0 e 1 or E e 0 e 0 1 is in L. Since E e 1 and E e 0 1 are 1-valent in L and since e 1 was chosen arbitrarily as a 1-valent node in children(P 1 ; E; L), we may assume without loss of generality that E e 0 e 1 is in L. (Otherwise, we repeat the argument with e 0 1 instead of e 1 ).
In the remainder of this section, let O denote the object accessed in both e 0 and e 1 . and e 1 , respectively. There are two cases: Case 1. op k is a write operation, for some k 2 f0; 1g: Let v be the value written into O by process P k in step e k . Since P k has the same state in E(I) as in E e k (I), e k is also applicable to E e k (I) and therefore, children(P k ; E e k ; F) = fE e k e k g. By Lemma 7.2(d), E e k e k is in L. Clearly, O has value v in both E e k (I) and E e k e k (I). In addition, each other object and process P k has the same state in E e k (I) as in E e k e k (I). But then e k overwrites e k at E in L. This contradicts has the same value v in E e 0 (I) and E e 1 (I). It follows that e 0 and e 1 are applicable to E e 1 (I) and E e 0 (I), respectively. Thus children(P 0 ; E e 0 ; F) = fE e 0 e 1 g and children(P 1 ; E e 1 ; F) = fE e 1 e 0 g. By Lemma 7.2(d), E e 0 e 1 and E e 1 e 0 are nodes in L as well. Clearly, the state of each process and each object in E e 0 e 1 (I) is the same as in E e 1 e 0 (I). But then e 0 and e 1 commute at E in L. This contradicts Lemma 6.5(a).
Since O is not a register and the assumed Consensus algorithm A c uses only registers and negation objects, O must be of type negation. We shall now prove that this is not the case by proving that the state of O in E(I) is not a legitimate state of type negation. We say that O is fresh in a con guration C of A c if its state in C is , and upset in C if its state in C is .
For each k 2 f0; 1g, let j k 2 f0; 1g and w k 2 f0; 1; 2g be the process and initialvalue parameters, respectively, of the negate operation to O of process P k that is pending in E(I). In other words, the operation to O of P k pending in E(I) is negate(j k ; w k ). Recall that the response of a negate operation is 0 or 1. Therefore, the state of P 0 and each object is the same in E e 1 e 0 (I) as in E e 0 d(I).
By Lemma 6.4, E e 1 e 0 and E e 0 d have the same valence in L. This contradicts the fact that E e 1 e 0 is 1-valent and E e 0 d is 0-valent in L.
We reached this contradiction by assuming O is upset in E e k d k , for some k 2 f0; 1g. Therefore, O is not upset in E e 0 d 1 or in E e 1 d 0 .
Since a negation object, once it has become upset, it remains upset forever, we have: By the speci cation of negation, it can be checked that O is in the same state in E e 0 e 1 (I) as in E e 1 e 0 (I) (namely, in state hw k ; v 1 ; u 1 ; u 1 i). Therefore, each process and each object is in the same state in E e 0 e 1 (I) as in E e 1 e 0 (I). But then e 0 and e 1 commute at E in L, contrary to Lemma6.5(a).
(ii) From the speci cation of negation, for each k 2 f0; 1g, d u k is the only step of P k that is applicable to E(I). Hence, e k = d u k , for each k 2 f0; 1g. Also, e k is the only step of P k that is applicable to E e k (I). Thus, by Lemma 7.2(d),
both E e 0 e 1 and E e 1 e 0 are in L. By the speci cation of negation, O is in the same state in E e 0 e 1 (I) as in E e 1 e 0 (I) (namely, in state hv 0 ; w; u 0 ; ui).
Therefore, each process and each object is in the same state in E e 0 e 1 (I) as in E e 1 e 0 (I). But then e 0 and e 1 commute at E in L, contrary to Lemma 6.5(a).
(ii) v 1 6 = ?: Since v 1 6 = ?, by the de nition of the states of negation, u 1 6 = ?.
The argument of Subcase 2(b)-i applies in this case by taking u to be u 1 (instead of de ning it as above). Since all cases lead to a contradiction, the lemma follows. 8 . Type booster has consensus number one. In this section, we show that type booster has Consensus number one. Unfortunately, even the modi ed version of the bivalence argument of Section 7 does not appear to be helpful in proving that Consensus between two processes cannot be solved using only booster objects and registers. Instead, we use a di erent technique, originally used (in a somewhat di erent context) in 12]. Here is the outline of the proof.
Suppose, for contradiction, that type booster has Consensus number at least two. By the universality of Consensus 6], we can implement a negation object for two processes using only booster objects and registers. Thus, the Equality Negation problem for two processes is solvable using only booster objects and registers. Let A en be an Equality Negation algorithm for two processes that uses a minimal number of booster objects (together with any number of registers). 6 By Theorem 3.1, A en must use at least one booster object. We will show that A en can be modi ed into an Equality Negation algorithm that uses one booster object less than A en , thus contradicting the de nition of A en .
In this section we deal exclusively with full computation trees of A en . We rst establish some properties of such trees that will be needed later on.
Lemma 8.1. Let I be any initial con guration of A en , and let F be the full computation tree of A en from I. Let S 0 , S 0 S, and S 1 be any nodes in F such that every process that takes a step in S and every object, except a booster object O, is in the same state in S 0 (I) as in S 1 (I). Suppose Then, S 1 S is a node in F, and every process that takes a step in S and every object except O is in the same state in S 0 S(I) as in S 1 S(I).
Proof. From the speci cation of booster, it is easy to verify that the only state that is reachable from is itself, and a reveal operation can return either 0 or 1 when applied to a booster object in state ;
every state reachable from a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; di is either of the same form or , and a reveal operation can return d when applied to a booster object in a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; di or in state . Let S i be the schedule consisting of the rst i steps of S, for 0 i jSj. Using the above two properties, by a straightforward induction on i, we can show that for all i, 0 i jSj, S i is applicable to S 1 (I), and every process that takes a step in S and every object except O is in the same state in S 0 S i (I) as in S 1 S i (I). The lemma follows immediately from these facts, since S = S`, where`= jSj.
If the root of a full computation tree of A en is univalent, the following lemma tells how the valence of the root relates to the possible decisions of the processes. Proof. Let S 0 be a solo schedule of P 0 such that S S 0 is in F and P 0 has decided in S S 0 (I) (S 0 exists by Lemma 6.2). Since (by hypothesis) the root of F is v-valent, P 0 has decided v in S S 0 (I). By hypothesis, P k has decided u in S(I); since the decision of a process is irrevocable, P k has decided u in S S 0 (I). If k = 0, clearly u = v, as wanted. If k = 1, then P 0 has decided v in S S 0 (I), and P 1 has decided u in S S 0 (I). By the Negation property, u = v, if P 0 and P 1 have di erent initial values in I; and u = v, if P 0 and P 1 have the same initial value in I | as wanted. Lemma 8.3 . For some initial con guration I of algorithm A en , the full computation tree F of A en from I has a bivalent root.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that the root of every full computation tree of A en is univalent. For each i; j 2 f0; 1; 2g, let I i;j be the initial con guration of A en in which P 0 and P 1 have initial values i and j, respectively, and let F i;j be the full computation tree of A en from I i;j .
Without loss of generality, assume that the root of F 1;1 is 0-valent. By Lemma 6.2 (applied to the root, S ? , of F 1;1 ), for each k 2 f0; 1g, there is a solo schedule S k of P k such that S ? S k = S k is a node in F 1;1 and P k has decided in S k (I 1;1 ) . By Lemma 8.2, P k decides k in S k (I 1;1 ); see Figure 8 .1(a).
Since I 1;1 and I 1;2 di er only in the state of process P 1 and since S 0 is a solo schedule of P 0 , by Lemma 6.1, S 0 is node in F 1;2 and P 0 has the same state in S 0 (I 1;2 ) as in S 0 (I 1;1 ); see Figure 8 .1(b). Thus, P 0 decides 0 in S 0 (I 1;2 ). By the hypothesis that the root of F 1;2 is univalent, it follows that the root of F 1;2 is 0-valent. By Lemma 6.2 (applied to the root of F 1;2 ), there is a solo schedule S 0 1 of P 1 such that S 0 1 is a node in F 1;2 and P 1 has decided in S 0 1 (I 1;2 ). By Lemma 8.2, P 1 decides 0 in S 0 1 (I 1;2 ). Repeating the argument in this paragraph with I 1;2 replaced by I 0;1 and with the roles of 0 and 1 interchanged, we can prove that there exists a solo schedule S 0 0 of P 0 such that S 0 0 is a node in F 0;1 and P 0 decides 1 in S 0 0 (I 0;1 ); see Figure 8 .1(c). In the remainder of the section we focus exclusively on the initial con guration I and the full computation tree F of A en from I whose existence is asserted by Lemma 8.3. Thus, from now on, we refer to the valence of a node without explicitly specifying the computation tree, since that will always be F.
Since the root of F is bivalent, by Lemma 6.7, F has a critical node E. By the de nition of critical node, there are steps e 0 and e 1 of processes P 0 and P 1 , respectively, such that E e 0 and E e 1 are univalent nodes of opposite valence. Without loss of generality, assume that E e 0 is 0-valent and E e 1 is 1-valent (if not, we simply rename of Lemma 7.6 (except simpler, since we are now working with the full computation tree and need not worry about whether certain schedules applicable to I have been pruned was assumed to use the smallest possible number of booster objects. The details of these two stages are carried out in the next two subsections.
8.1. Stage one of the proof. We now show that O is fresh in E(I). We do this by proving that, in E(I), O is neither upset (Corollary 8.5) nor in a state of the form hV; v 0 ; v 1 ; u 0 ; u 1 ; di (Lemma 8.7). Lemma 8.4 . Object O is not upset in E e 0 (I) or in E e 1 (I). Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that O is upset in E e k (I), for some k 2 f0; 1g. By Lemma 6.2 (applied to node E e k in F), there is a solo schedule S k of P k such that E e k S k is a node in F and P k has decided in E e k S k (I). Comparing con gurations E(I) and E e k (I), we note that P k and each object other than O is in the same state in both. Since, by assumption, O is upset in E e k (I) and e k S k is a solo schedule of P k , by Lemma 8.1, E e k e k S k is a node in F, and P k is in the same state in E e k S k (I)
as in E e k e k S k (I). Thus, P k decides the same value in both E e k S k (I) and E e k e k S k (I). By Lemma 6.3, E e k S k and E e k e k S k have the same valence. Since E e k and E e k are univalent and have descendents of the same valence, they also have the same valence. This contradicts the fact that E e 0 is 0-valent while E e 1 is 1-valent.
Once a booster object is upset, it remains upset forever. Thus, Lemma 8.4 implies:
Corollary 8.5. Object O is not upset in E(I). Lemma 8.6. E e 0 e 1 and E e 1 e 0 are nodes in F. Proof. By de nition of F, it su ces to show that, for each k 2 f0; 1g, e k is applicable to E e k (I). If e k is an enroll step, the lemma follows immediately by the speci cation of booster.
Suppose that e k is a reveal step. If O is fresh in E(I), then O is upset in E e k (I), contrary to Lemma 8.4. Thus, O is not fresh in E(I). By Corollary 8.5, O is not upset in E(I). Thus, O is in a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; di in E(I), for some d 2 f0; 1g. By the speci cation of booster, and since O is not upset in E e k (I), the response returned by the reveal operation in e k is d. Since O is in a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; di in E(I) and is not upset in E e k (I), it must be in a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; di in E e k (I) as well (because the last component of the state is never changed, once it is set). By the speci cation of booster, a reveal operation to O applied in such a state can return the response d. Thus, e k is indeed applicable to E e k (I). Since the preceding Boolean expression is true, by the speci cation of booster, the application of reveal(0; v; u) to O in state hV frg; v 0 ; v 1 ; ?; u 1 ; di does not cause O to become upset; in fact, it causes it to enter state hV frg; v 0 ; v 1 ; u; u 1 ; di.
Thus, e 1 is applicable to E e 0 (I), and the state of O in E e 0 e 1 (I) is hV frg; v 0 ; v 1 ; u; u 1 ; di, which is the same as in E e 1 e 0 (I). Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that j 0 = j 1 . As in the proof of Lemma 8.7, we shall show that O is in the same state in E e 0 e 1 (I) as in E e 1 e 0 (I). This fact, together with Lemma 8.6, implies that e 0 and e 1 commute at E in F, thus contradicting Lemma 6.5(a).
Recall that j 0 ; j 1 2 f0; 1g. There are two cases: Case 1. j 0 = j 1 = 0: Then O is upset in both E e 0 e 1 (I) and E e 1 e 0 (I). Case 2. j 0 = j 1 = 1: Let r 0 and r 1 be the responses of O returned to the enroll operations in e 0 and e 1 , respectively. Then O is in state hfr 0 ; r 1 g; ?; ?;?; ?; 1i, in both E e 0 e 1 (I) and E e 1 e 0 (I).
We next show that, after applying its enroll operation that is pending in E(I), no process can decide unless some process has applied at least one reveal operation to O (Lemma 8.11). In the next two lemmata, we establish some properties of schedules applicable to E(I) used to prove this fact. Lemma 8.9 . For any k 2 f0; 1g and any node E S in F, if P k is the process that takes the rst step in S, then E S is k-valent.
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Proof. Later we prove that for each k 2 f0; 1g, the nodes in children(P k ; E; F) have the same valence. (4) Let e be the rst step in S, which is taken by process P k , for some k 2 f0; 1g. Thus, E e is a node in children(P k ; E; F). By (4) , all nodes in children(P k ; E; F) are univalent and have the same valence. One of these children, namely E e k , is k-valent. Therefore, E e is also k-valent. Since E S is a descendent of E e, it follows that E S is k-valent.
It remains to prove (4). We prove it for k = 0. (The proof for k = 1 can be obtained by interchanging the roles of 0 and 1 in the argument below.) For each v 2 f0; 1; 2g, let e v 0 = (P 0 ; enroll(j 0 ); O; v). Since O is fresh in E(I) and an enroll operation applied to a fresh booster object can return any value in f0; 1; 2g, it follows that children(P 0 ; E; F) = f E e v 0 : 0 v 2 g. Since E is a critical node, all nodes in children(P 0 ; E; F) are univalent. To prove (4) (c) A reveal operation can return j 0 when applied to a booster object in a state of the form h ; ; ; ; ; j 0 i or in state . Let v be any element of f0; 1; 2g. By Lemma 6.2 (applied to node E e v 0 in F), there is a solo schedule S of P 1 such that E e v 0 S is a node in F and P 1 has decided in E e v 0 S(I). Since F is a full computation tree, by (a){(c) we may assume, without loss of generality, that S contains no step of the form ( ; reveal( ; ; ); O; j 0 ).
For any v 0 2 f0; 1; 2g, the state of P 1 and each object except O is the same in (4) and thereby of the lemma. Lemma 8.10 . Let E S be any node in F such that S contains no reveal step to O, and d k be the rst step of P k in S, for any k 2 f0; 1g. LetŜ be the schedule obtained from S by moving d k to the beginning (i.e., if S = S 0 d k S 00 for some S 0 and S 00 , thenŜ = d k S 0 S 00 ). Then, E Ŝ is a node in F, and the state of each process and each object other than O is the same in E Ŝ (I) as in E S(I).
Proof. Let S 0 and S 00 be such that S = S 0 d k S 00 . Recall that process P k has an enroll(j k ) to O pending in E(I). Since S 0 is a solo schedule of P k (because d k is the rst step of P k in S), the operation of P k pending in E S 0 (I) is still enroll(j k ) to O. Thus, d k is an enroll step to O. By the speci cation of booster, d k is applicable to E(I). Clearly, as d k is a step of P k that accesses (only) O, the state of P k and each object other than O is the same in E(I) as in E d k (I). Also, the state of O in E d k (I) is of the form h ; ; ; ; ; j k i (recall that d k is an enroll(j k ) step to O). Since E S 0 is a node in F and S 0 is a solo schedule of P k that does not contain a reveal step to O, by Lemma 8.1 (applied for S 0 = E, S 1 = E d k and S = S 0 ), E d k S 0 is a node in F, and the state of P k and each object other than O is the same in E d k S 0 (I) as in E S 0 (I). It follows that each process and each object other than O is in the 31 same state in E d k S 0 (I) as in E S 0 d k (I). By hypothesis, E S 0 d k S 00 is a node in F and S 00 does not contain a reveal step to O. Again by Lemma 8.1 (applied for S 0 = E S 0 d k , S 1 = E d k S 0 and S = S 00 ), E d k S 0 S 00 is a node in F, and the state of each process and each object other than O is the same in E S 0 d k S 00 (I) as in E d k S 0 S 00 (I). Lemma 8.11 . Let E S be any node in F such that some process has decided in E S(I). Then, S has a reveal step to O.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that some process has decided in E S(I), but S contains no reveal step to O. Without loss of generality, we may assume that both processes take steps in S. (If S contains only steps of process P k for some k 2 f0; 1g, we extend S by a step of P k , which cannot be a reveal step to O because the operation of P k pending in E(I) is an enroll to O, and consider the extended schedule instead.) Let P`,`2 f0; 1g, be the process that does not take the rst step in S, andŜ be the schedule obtained from S by moving the rst step of P`to the beginning. By Lemma 8.10, E Ŝ is a node in F, and the state of each process and each object except O is the same in E Ŝ (I) as in E S(I). In particular, the process that has decided in E S(I) decides the same value in E Ŝ (I). By Lemma 6.3, E S and E Ŝ have the same valence. This contradicts Lemma 8.9, since P`takes the rst step inŜ while Pt akes the rst step in S.
To summarise: O is fresh in E(I), each P k has an enroll(j k ) operation to O pending in E(I), and j 0 6 = j 1 . By Lemma 8.11, no process can decide unless a reveal operation is applied to O. Thus, by the Termination requirement of Equality Negation, there is a schedule S applicable to E(I) so that no process has taken a reveal step to O in S, and each process has a reveal operation to O pending in E S(I). S contains enroll steps of both processes because each process P k , k 2 f0; 1g, has an enroll(j k ) operation to O pending in E(I) but has a reveal operation to O pending in E S(I). By Lemma 8.8, S contains both enroll(0) and enroll (1) steps to O.
The next lemma proves that, in any execution starting from con guration E(I), if each of the two processes is about to apply its rst reveal operation to O, then the application of these two operations does not cause O to become upset. Lemma 8.12. Consider any node E S in F such that S contains no reveal step to O and both processes have a reveal operation to O pending in E S(I). For each k 2 f0; 1g, let d k be any step of P k and c k be any step of P k such that E S d k c k is a node in F. ( Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that O is upset in E S d k c k (I), for some k 2 f0; 1g. Let P`,`2 f0; 1g, be the process that does not take the rst step in S, andŜ be the schedule obtained from S by moving the rst step of P`to the beginning. By Lemma 8.10, E Ŝ is a node in F, and each process and each object except O is in the same state in E S(I) as in E Ŝ (I). Letd k be any istep of P k such that E Ŝ d k is a node in F. We shall prove that E Ŝ d k c k is a node in F, and O is upset in E Ŝ d k c k (I).
Given (5) 8.2. Stage two of the proof. We now describe an algorithm that solves Equality Negation between two processes, Q 0 and Q 1 , and uses one booster object fewer than A en . Intuitively, the algorithm works as follows: Each process Q k simulates the actions of the corresponding process P k in an execution of A en , and uses this execution to determine what value to decide. In this simulation, the processes are allowed to access all objects used by A en , except O, each of which is initialised to the state it has in con guration E(I).
The simulation of P k by Q k starts by pretending that P k is in the state it has in con guration E(I). Based on the current state of (the simulated) P k , Q k determines the operation op that P k would apply next, and the object O to which op would be applied. If O The algorithm is described more formally in Figure 8 .2. A few remarks about the conventions used in the pseudocode are in order. Recall, from Figure 5 .1, that Apply(P k ; op; O) is the procedure by which P k invokes operation op on object O; it returns the result of this invocation (and updates the state of O accordingly). In addition, we assume that we are given two functions that describe the behaviour of processes P 0 and P 1 in A en (these correspond to the functions and discussed when we formally de ned processes in Section 2.2):
NextOp(P k ; s): returns the pair hop; Oi, where the next operation that P k executes in A en when in state s is to apply op to object O. NextState(P k ; s; r): returns the state that P k enters in A en if it receives response r from the operation it invokes when in state s. In the algorithm we also use an auxiliary variable S whose value, informally speaking, is the schedule of steps of A en that have been simulated by Q 0 and Q 1 so far. This variable is not needed by the algorithm, but it is useful in proving its correctness (see Lemma 8.14) . In one atomic step, besides accessing an ordinary (local or shared) variable, each process can also modify the auxiliary variable S. To emphasise this, we 35 bracket with \ ] ]" the line that corresponds to a single atomic step a ecting both an ordinary variable and the auxiliary variable S (line 7). Lemma 8.14. If A en is an Equality Negation algorithm for processes P 0 and P 1 , then the algorithm in Figure 8 .2 also solves Equality Negation for processes Q 0 and Q 1 using one fewer booster object than A en .
Proof. It is obvious from Figure 8 .2 that the algorithm uses one booster object less than A en . In the remainder of this proof we show that the algorithm solves Equality Negation for Q 0 and Q 1 . To this end, x an arbitrary execution of the algorithm. We shall prove that in this execution, the three properties of Equality Negation | Termination, Negation and Agreement | are satis ed.
First we establish some properties of this execution. Let S i be the value of the auxiliary variable S when the schedule it contains consists of exactly i steps. By lines 7 and 11 of Figure 8 .2, it is clear that for all i; j, where 0 i j, if S j is de ned, then S i is a pre x of S j . A straightforward induction on i shows that for all i 0 such that S i is de ned, the following invariants hold.
(a) S i is a schedule of A en that is applicable to E(I) (hence, E S i is a node in F) and contains no reveal step to O.
(b) Let Q k be the process that assigns S i to S, and state k be the value to which Q k sets its local variable state after assigning S i to S (cf. lines 8 and 12). Then, for all j i, such that S j is de ned and there is no step of P k in S j after S i , state k is the state of P k in con guration S j (I) of A en .
With these invariants, we are now ready to prove that the execution satis es the three properties of Equality Negation. Since only two processes execute the algorithm, the Agreement requirement of Equality Negation is trivially satis ed. We now show that the execution satis es Termination. Suppose, for contradiction, that some correct process Q k is correct and never decides. This means that the while loop of Q k does not terminate, and hence S i is de ned for all integers i 0. By Invariant (a), S i is applicable to E(I) and contains no reveal step to O, for all i 0. Thus, there is an in nite schedule S of A en that is applicable to E(I), contains in nitely many steps of P k , and does not contain a reveal step to O. By Lemma 8.11, P k does not decide in E S 0 (I), for all pre xes S 0 of S . This contradicts the fact that A en satis es the Termination property. Thus, the execution satis es Termination.
It remains to show that the execution satis es the Negation property. Assume that both Q 0 and Q 1 decide in the execution. (Otherwise, Negation is trivially satis ed.)
For each k 2 f0; 1g, let init k be the initial value of process Q k (i.e., the value assigned to local variable init of Q k in line 1); j k be the value assigned to local variable j of process Q k in line 3; and state k be the value of local variable state of process Q k when Q k decides. Let S be the value of S when Q 0 and Q 1 have both decided (i.e., S is the nal value of the auxiliary variable S). By the algorithm, the next operation that P k will execute when in state k is a reveal operation to object O; We now have all the pieces needed to prove the main result of this section. Theorem 8.15 . Type booster has Consensus number one.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that booster has Consensus number at least two. Then, we can solve Consensus for two processes using only booster objects and registers. By the universality of Consensus 6], we can implement a negation object shared by two processes using only booster objects and registers. Hence, we can solve Equality Negation for two processes using only booster objects and registers.
Let A en be an Equality Negation algorithm for two processes that uses a minimal number of booster objects. By Theorem 3.1, A en uses at least one booster object. By Lemma 8.14, however, we can solve Equality Negation for two processes using one booster object less than A en . This contradicts the de nition of A en .
9. Conclusion. In this paper we showed that if nondeterministic object types are allowed, then the only robust wait-free hierarchy is the trivial one, which lumps all types into level one. In contrast, if only deterministic types are allowed, then the Consensus hierarchy is robust 1, 15] . Our understanding of the results regarding deterministic types is far from complete. In view of the sharply contrasting results regarding the robustness of wait-free hierarchies for deterministic and nondeterministic types it would be interesting to understand the fundamental reason(s) why the restriction to determinism inherently rules out types with properties like negation and booster.
The unfortunate fact that (nontrivial) wait-free hierarchies are not robust suggests that it would be desirable to investigate other ways of classifying types according to their strength. A classi cation based on Consensus numbers is computability-based: it depends on whether objects of a certain type can be used to solve Consensus for a certain number of processes, with no regard as to the e ciency of this solution. It would be interesting to investigate complexity-based classi cations, where the level of a type may depend not only on its ability to solve Consensus but also on doing so e ciently (in some appropriate sense). Could a complexity-based hierarchy classify types according to their strength in (e ciently) implementing other types, while being robust in the sense that \powerful" types are not (e ciently) implementable by \weak" ones?
A di erent line of research might proceed from the observation that the types negation and booster, although well within the set prescribed by the general de nition of type given in Section 2.1, are not \natural" types. Is there a sensible de nition of \natural" types that excludes negation, booster and other such \anomalous" types, without excluding any useful ones? As the lemma below proves, the algorithm in Figure A .1 solves Consensus for processes Q 0 and Q 1 . Since this algorithm uses two registers in addition to the objects used by A en , and since A en uses only regusters, we have a Consensus algorithm for two processes that uses only registers. This contradicts the fact that no such algorithm exists 3, 13]. Therefore, A en cannot use only registers, as wanted. In this case, we want to prove that before Q k decides R k in line 4, Q k has previously written its initial value into R k (line 1). For this, it su ces to show that the execution of P k that Q k simulated in line 2 is not a solo P k execution of A en . (If the simulated execution is not a solo P k execution, Q k and Q k execute their line 2 concurrently, and therefore Q k executes line 1 before Q k executes line 4.) To see why the execution of P k that Q k simulated is not a solo P k execution, suppose the contrary. Then, by de nition of k k , P k would have decided k k in that execution, and the value that Q k assigned to its local variable w in line 2 would have been equal to k k . But then Q k would be deciding in line 3, not 4.
To prove that the algorithm satis es Agreement, consider any execution in which both Q 0 and Q 1 decide. Let w 0 and w 1 be the values of the local variables w of Q 0 and Q 1 , respectively, assigned in line 2 during that execution. Consider the execution of algorithm A en by P 0 and P 1 that Q 0 and Q 1 simulated in line 2. In this simulated 
